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fusion series is our line of housekeeping products designed to be easy to

use, efficient and safe. From state-of-the-art dispensing solutions to clear, simple
color-named packaging, we’ve created fusion products in ways that make housekeeping a pleasure.

Red

is a water based heavy duty multi-surface cleaner that effectively removes
grease, oil, carbon, or any other industrial soil from concrete, machinery, engines,
floors, walls, etc. Red’s low foaming disposition can be used in automatic scrubbers.
Extremely concentrated for dilutions of up to 1 ounce per gallon of water. Nonflammable and non-corrosive it is safe for use on all surfaces not harmed by water.

features

environmentally preferred green cove

Powerful and penetrating cleaning action quickly
removes all types of soils, grease and dirt from a
variety of surfaces.

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products reflect our commitment to protect the
environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products
that make a difference for our planet and our customers every day.

Synergistic effects of detergents and hydrophobic
solvents affect rapid dissolution and removal of oils
and greases, both food and industrial based.

product specifications

Will not harm metal surfaces when used as directed.

Physical Description

Clear Liquid

Viscosity

Water Thin

Color

Red

Flashpoint

>190°F

Fragrance

Pleasant

Weight per Gallon

8.9 lb / gal

pH

12.5 - 12.9

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

None

Powerful yet versatile formula compatible with all
surfaces not detrimentally affected by water.

optimal applications

Kitchen floors and walls,
restaurant food preparation areas, industrial concrete
floors, machinery, stainless steel equipment, refrigerators, ovens, air conditioning ducts and grilles, tiles and
marble.

ideal for Hotels, motels, hospitals, health care facili-

tm

ties, nursing homes, schools, apartment complexes,
office buildings, food plants and meat plants.
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